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ABSTRACT 
In imaging radiometer systems the necessary sampling 
time is dependent on the dwell time per foot-print. 
Traditionally two different approaches are seen: either a 
sampling time equal t o  the dwell time per foot-print, or 
sampling twice per dwell time. The correct sampling is 
between these two extremes: a sampling time of 70% of the 
dwell time per foot-print is  required for realistic antenna 
patterns. 
clude that, a s  i t  is a completely unreal pattern having negative 
sidelobes! (IMPORTANT: we are dealing with power pattems 
as the brightness temperature to enter the antenna is a power 
measure). The reason is purely academic and will emerge a 
little later. The two next curves represent far more realistic 
patterns namely a (sin X / X ) ~  having -13 dB side lobes and (sin 
X / X ) ~  with - 26 dB first side lobes. This statement is supported 
by an investigation of the normalized pattems of two actual 
antennas: one with a 140 h aperture (1.4 m a t  30 GHz f.ex.) and 
one with a 600 h aperture (2 m of 90 GHz f.ex.). When plotted on 
Figure 1, (not done here a s  i t  tends to obscure the figure), the 
two curves lie nicely between curves C and D. Finally curve E 
is a Gaussian pattern - also sometimes used as a reference for 
overview considerations. 
In an imaging radiometer system the antenna foot-print moves 
across the scene to be sensed, and the dwell time per foot-print is 
defined as the time i t  takes the antenna beam to move a distance 
of one foot-print. When the antenna beam scans a scene with a 
certain brightness temperature distribution, this results in a cer. 
tain variation in the input signal to the associated radiometer, 
hence there are certain requirements to the sampling in that 
radiometer . Quite clearly the spectrum associated with these in- 
put variations to the radiometer heavily depends on the dwell 
time per foot-print: the faster the scan, the quicker the variations 
or to say i t  differently: the wider the spectrum. But, a s  it will be 
shown in the following, also the actual shape of the antenna patt- 
ern plays an important role. 
In mathematical terms the sensing by the moving antenna of 
the scene corresponds to a convolution of the antenna pattem 
with the brightness temperature distribution of the scene. Hen- 
ce, to find the transfer function H(D associated with that proc- 
ess i t  is assumed that the antenna beam sweeps across a delta 
function in the scene distribution. Then H(0 is simply found 
as the Fourier transform of the antenna pattern (transformed 
to the time domain by means of the scan velocity - or the dwell 
time per foot-print). 
Figure 1 shows a host of idealized antenna patterns. The patt- 
ems  have been normalized to have equal 3 dB width, and - 
without loss of generality - this has been assumed to be 2 sec 
(i.e. the foot-print dwell time is 2 sec). Curve A represents a 
sector shaped pattem - often used for overview considerations. 
B is the main beam of a sin x/x pattern. I t  may seem odd to in- 
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As already mentioned the transfer function of the scanning 
antenna is found by simply Fourier transforming these power 
patterns and the results are illustrated in Figure 2. The sector 
shaped pattem transforms into a lsin x/x I with zeros at n .1/(2 
sec) = n . 0.5 Hz. Likewise the sin x/x pattern transforms into 
a box shape having a total width of 1.9h = 0.6 Hz. The transform 
of the (sin dxI2 pattem can be found by a convolution in the fre- 
quency domain of two box pattems and it is a triangle extending 
out to f 1.4n= k 0.45 Hz. Again the transform of the (sin x / ~ ) ~  
can be found by a convolution of two triangles - or by consulting 
tables of Fourier transforms. The result is: 
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digital integrate-and-dump circuitry resulting in equal inte- 
gration time and sampling time. The transfer function of the 
radiometer is then of the sinx/x type with zeros at multiples of the 
sampling time. 
OSf < f  
: s f < -  
;sf c f 
Figure 3 displays the total situation % for an  antenna 
transfer function HA corresponding to the realistic patterns D 
and E (and approximately for C), having selected a sampling 
frequency fs of 0.7 Hz and including the transfer function 
HRAD of the radiometer . The transfer function of the radiome- 
Finally the Gaussian pattern transforms into another Gauss- 
ian curve: 
ter slightly modifies the antenna response and the level of aliaz- 
ing is very ICW: max -20 dB (and lowor near to zero Hz). H (0 = ,/iZCG exp(-l.& K a f2) 
b o t e  that the two last transforms (D and E) cannot be separated Hence, 88 a rule of thumb, in an  imaging radiometer system 
with a 2 sec dwell time per foot-print a sampling time of Y0.7 Hz 
= 1.4 sec is required.& in general: a sampling time of 0.7 times 
the dwell time per footprint is required. 
in the graphical representation of Figure 2. 
Now the appropriate sampling of these spectra shall be dis- 
g -20 dB aliazing as criterion. Traditionally two 
tudes have been taken: either a sampling time 
equal to the dwell time per foot-print [Gloersen and Barath, 
19791, ['The NIMBUS-7 Users Guide", 19781, or - by a "pseudo 
Nyquist argument" - sampling t w i a  per dwell time [Hol- 
linger and Lo, 19841.The first corresponds to f, = lh? Hz in our 
case, the second to f, = 1 Hz. As it will become clear in a mo- 
ment the correct answer is between these figures. 
If one makes overview considerations using the sector anten- 
na (A) i t  is correct that appr. 1 Hz sampling is required. And 
even with this high rate some aliazing must be endured due to 
the large lobe around 0.7 Hz, (some filtering could alleviate that 
problem). 
The other extreme is found using the awkward antenna pat& 
e m  (B): this is from a sampling point-of-view the ideal pattern 
having in the frequency domain a sharply limited, quite nar- 
row form. A sampling frequency of 0.6 Hz is adequate and no 
aliazing is present. 
Figure 3 
Finally it shall be stated that finding the upper limit of the 
sampling time is interesting in an attempt to keep the data rate 
from a given radiometer system as low as possible. This may, 
however, not be the most important issue as data rates from 
radiometers are comparatively modest due to generally coarse 
ground resolution compared with other sensors. The radiometer 
integration time is, however, closely related with the necessary 
sampling time(in the radiometers discussed in the present paper 
the sampling time and the integration time are equal). Hence 
finding the maximum sampling time is also finding the maxi- 
mum integration time and thereby an important parameter in 
the acheivable radiometric sensitivity. 
Figure 2 
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The antenna transfer function is slightly modified by the 
radiometer itself through the low pass filtering corresponding to 
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